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Accomplishments from the past quarter
We are making some good progress in a variety of areas:

● Content Collection. The pandemic required some rethinking of how digital content is
managed, since March 2020, most assets (flyers, agendas, minutes, contact lists, financial
reports, QBRs, etc.) have been distributed electronically rather than through printed hard
copies. As one might imagine, the focus of most existing AA Archives documentation
and guidance related to digital archives is specific to generating digital copies from
physical assets. Through much discussion and review within the Archives Steering
Committee (ASC), we seem to have landed on the final determination of archival file
formats and are also getting closer to delivery vehicles and communication paths. Mary,
Area Archivist, and I are working together to expand the current documentation set to
include additional guidelines and support, initially for the Appointed/Elected officers and
then the Districts, the goal of which is to ensure our Archives become/remain fully up to
date with all past, current, and future assets.

● Archives Digital Repository. Steve C, our Digital Archivist and Panel-67 past-Delegate
continues to work diligently on the research and hands-on maintenance of our Digital
Archives. One of his priorities is the research and documentation for consideration of a
Digital Repository Policy document.

● Obituary Collection. In addition to participating in policy and strategy discussions, ASC
Member, Donna H., manages this important collection. In the short time between the May
and June ASC meetings, she received >140 new obituaries that she has already sorted
into albums for safe keeping.

● Digitization. ASC member, Rita N., has been busy scanning photos and other printed
assets to include in our Archives Digital Repository. This provides an important level of
redundancy and is part of the “3 copies” rule (original, touchable, digital) that I’ve
learned so much about since January.

● Archives/Web Collaboration. I attended one of the Web Steering Committee meetings.
That was cool. I learned a lot, shared some of the goals the ASC is working towards
around digital content collection, and am super optimistic about the collaboration so far.
As one might imagine, the Content Collection was one of the subjects.

● Contacts List. Adding a column to note the month/year each of our contacts began
serving Archives per an outcome of the Spring Archives Quarterly

Problems or issues facing or already dealt with
… are really just growth opportunities. Especially since God’s got our backs! (I think I’ll just
keep this here for a while.)

● We experienced some hiccups with enhanced Zoom for Business features during our May
Quarterly. We realized the root cause of the interpretation glitch was so seriously simple.



District Archivists asked for a guide, which I can gratefully report is in the works. In the
meantime, here are some links to Zoom documentation that will give you everything you
need and more.
o Polling − https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/213756303-Polling-for-meetings
o Interpretation − https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/360034919791

Goals to achieve or begin in the next quarter
● Archives Committee Quarterly on Saturday, August 7th from 10am – 2pm

Remember that you can find always find details on the Events page of our Area72
website (https://area72aa.org/event/archives-committee-quarterly-august-2021/).

● Content Collection. I’m confident we will close out the planning and documentation
phase of this project and move towards training and implementation. Once final, the
information set will be shared with the District Archivists so that they are able to leverage
according to their individual District’s needs.

● Policy Review. The ASC is currently evaluating the Area Handbook and Archives Policy
Statement against current practices to determine where we might be out of sync. In some
cases, we might need to adjust how we’re doing things and in others, we will draft our
recommended changes. It is exciting to see that a Discussion Topic is being presented at
this Area Business Meeting to review the clerical error in our Area Handbook removing
the Area Archivists right of participation. I am looking forward to this discussion!

● Finance Management. As another outcome of the above policy review, the ASC is
evaluating current roles, responsibilities, and reporting vehicles necessary to ensure our
expenses are aligning to budget. We are already doing this at a high-level together with
our Area Treasurer and Alt Treasurer. This would take the current process a step further.
One thought we’re exploring is incorporating a Treasurer role from our already existing
structure to work closely with the Archives Chair, who remains ultimately accountable.

● Step Ashore will include our Archives Traveling Display! Several current and past ASC
members will be participating, including myself.

● Digital Display. This project has been put on the backburner as we’ve tackled some more
urgent items. The goal is to address the current accessibility limitations requiring
members to either individually travel to the Archives Repository in Lakewood or wait for
the next time/location that the Traveling Display will be presented for viewing. Did I
already mention that the Archives Traveling Display will be available for viewing at the
2021 Step Ashore?😉

Please see Mary N., our Area Archivist’s, report for more detailed information about all of
the projects she’s managing in the Archives Repository and beyond!
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